I.
Basic Introduction 1. Open Source Software are those software whose source code is freely available( Without any Interrupt of payment Or any other obstacles) 2. The Open Source Software is a software that must be distributed with source code included or easily available such as by free down load from internet 3. The State Of Kansas Published a definition : OSS is software for which the source code is freely and publicly available ,though the specific licensing agreement vary as to what one is allowed to do with that code
The main features that characterize open source Software is the freedom that user have to:  Use the software as they wish , for whatever they wish ,on as many computers as they Wish , in any technically appropriate situation  Have The Software at their disposal to fit it to their needs .Of Course , this include improving it, fixing its bugs ,augmenting its functionality studying its operation  Redistribute the software to other users, who could themselves use it according to their own needs .This redistribution can be done for free ,or at a charge ,not fixed beforehand
II.
Examples Of Open Source Software: 
III. Open Source Software Licences:
Licenses usually specify that the proprietor of the program is the company which publishes it , which just sells restricted rights to use it .Usually ,the conditions specified in licenses of open source software are the result of a compromise between several goals which are in some sense contradictory .Among them the following can be cited  Guarantee some basic freedoms (redistribution , modification, use ) to the users  Ensure Some Conditions imposed by the authors  Guarantee that derived Works are also open source software
IV.
Some Common Open Source Software Licenses Are:
4.1BSD (Berkley Software Distribution):
BSD license is good example of a license, which imposes almost no conditions on what a user can do with the software , including charging clients with no obligations to include source code ,in other words redistributors can do almost anything with the software , including using it for propriety products .
4.2GPL (General Public License):
This is the license under which the software of the GNU project is distributed. The GPL was carefully designed to promote the production of more free software ,and because of that it explicitly forbids some actions on the software which could lead to the integration of GPLED software is the propriety programs .The GPL is based on the international legislation on copy right , which ensures its enforceability
MPL (Mozilla Public License):
This is the license made by Netscape to distribute the code of Mozilla , the new version of it network navigator .It is in many respects similar to the GPL , but perhaps more enterprise Oriented Other Well Known Licenses are the (written by Troll Tech, the Authors of the Qt Library), The artistic license and the X Consortium license
V.
Advantages Of Open Source Software:
The availability of the source code and the right to modify it: It Enables the unlimited tunneling and improvement of a software product .It also makes it possible to port the code to new hardware,to adapt it to changing conditions ,and to reach detailed understanding of how the system works .This is why many researchers concluded that to really extend lifetime of an application.
The right to redistribute modifications and improvement to the code :
To reuse other Open Code permits all the advantages due to modification of the product should be shared by large .This is usually the point that differentiates open source software licenses from nearly free one .In Substance, the fact that redistribution rights cannot be revoked
VI. The Right of Software in any way:
This Combined with redistribution rights ,ensures a large population of users , which helps in turn to build up market for support and customization, of the software which can only attract more developers to work in the project
VII. Version Control In Open Source Software:
A version control system is combination of technologies and practices for tracking and controlling changes to a project's file , in particular to source code ,documentations and web pages .These days ,everyone will expect at least the project source code to be under version control .
The reason of version control is universal is that helps with virtually ever aspect of running a project : inter developer communications , release management , bug management, code stability ,and experimental development efforts, and authorization of changes .The Version control System provides a central coordinating force among all these areas
7.1Need of version Control:
The need for the software version control rises .As the software is developed and deployed ,it is extremely common for multiple versions of the same software to be deployed in different sites and for software developers for working privately on updates .Bugs and other issues in software are often only present in certain versions .Therefore for purpose of Locating Bugs ,it is vitally important for debugger to be able to retrieve and run different versions of the software concurrently , where one versions has bugs fixed , but no new features ,while the other versions are is where new features are worked on .
7.2Advantages of version Control:
Version Controls many advantages to both team and individuals as follows:  It gives team project wide Undo Buttons i.e. nothing is final and mistakes can be easily rolled back  It allow developer to work It on same code base in a controlled manner  It keeps record over changes made over a period of time .It is easy to find out changes when and why  It Supports multiple releases of software at the same time 
VIII. JFree Chart :
The open source software that has been used in this dissertation is Jfree chart JFree chart is a free 100%java chart library that makes it easy for developer to display professional quality charts in their application .JFree chart extensive features set includes:  Consistent and well documented API , supporting a wide range of chart types  Flexible design that is easy to extend and targets both server sides and client side applications  Supports for many output types , including swing components ,image files( including PNG and JPEG ) and vector graphic Formats( including PDF 
IX. Conclusion:
Version Control is veryimportant activity to access and monitor the evolution of aparticular product.It Becomes very essential to keep track of various versions over a period of time .Different Versions of JFree Chart have been studied and based upon different metrics,it is concluded that as the lines of code increases , the cyclomatic complexity also increases .Therefore , of LoC is increased accumulatively from the previous versions to the next version i.e if there is a sudden rise in the value of LOC that means they have not been significant additions to the product . Similarly ,weighted methods per class is the sum of McCabe's number . Therefore , it remains constant with the Mc Cabe's complexity and coupling between objects almost remains constant during each packge which is significant.
X. Future Directions:
As 
